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2010 MUNICIPAL BUDGET RECOMMENDATION
The recommended 2010 Lawrence Township Municipal Budget is a stark portrayal of
economic and fiscal realities currently confronting the municipality. Simultaneously the
recommendations contained herein also take into full consideration that these burdensome
fiscal conditions will have a long term influence upon budgets into the foreseeable future. These
conditions are not unique to Lawrence Township as an organization; they affect equally the
residents of our community.
As both a policy statement and financial document the 2010 municipal budget was
carefully crafted to balance the impact of these financial conditions, but it is nonetheless a
somber compilation of unfavorable fiscal news. The recommended budget includes
contractions in levels of personnel, adjustment to services, a reduction of available reserves for
inclusion as revenues, diminishing surplus, a decline in assessed valuations and finally an
increase in the municipal tax rate. Each of these conditions will be further elaborated upon later
in this message.
The budget process is significantly regulated by New Jersey law. These laws regulate the
level of appropriation increases, amounts that may be anticipated as revenue and the amount
that may be raised by taxation. As a public sector entity the multitude of laws dictate what we
must do as a local unit of government. This budget complies with the mandates of those
regulatory requirements.
The following are explanations of revenues and appropriations recommended in the
2010 municipal budget.
REVENUES
Municipal budget revenues may be realized from multiple sources but fall into one of
four categories. The four categories are Surplus, Miscellaneous Revenues, Delinquent Real
Estate Taxes and Current Real Estate Taxes. The maximum amount of revenue that may be
anticipated in a municipal budget is regulated by statute. Surplus is restricted to the amount
available in cash, miscellaneous revenues are restricted to no more than the amount realized in
cash in the immediately preceding fiscal year, delinquent and current taxes are limited to the
collection percentages realized in cash against receivable balances. There are also practical
considerations to weigh when anticipating revenues. Anticipated revenue receipt levels should
not jeopardize future budgets with over aggressive utilization of revenue in current planning.
The interdependence of the four categories of revenue is critical to budget development, due to

the fact that a decrease in one category can demand an increase from another. The default
category to make up any shortfall is property taxes. Anticipated 2010 revenues are
recommended to minimize negative, but will not avoid, future impact.
The source of anticipated surplus as a revenue in the municipal budget results from the
fiscal activity of the immediate prior fiscal year. The amount of available cash surplus is a known
amount at the close of the preceding fiscal year. Credits from excess anticipated revenues,
delinquent taxes and current taxes add to the surplus balance. Additional credits result from
the lapsing of 2008 appropriation reserves and miscellaneous revenues not anticipated
complete the main sources. Ideally conservative budget management practice anticipates
surplus at a level that can be regenerated for utilization in subsequent budgets.
The amount of surplus applied to the 2009 municipal budget was $6,150,000. Lawrence
Township was unsuccessful in regenerating that amount. At the close of the 2009 fiscal year
cash surplus declined by $1,143,000, resulting in an unaudited surplus balance of $8,223,377.
Contributing to the shortfall were less excess tax revenues ($53,629), a decline in lapsing
appropriation reserves ($257,196) and most notably a reduction in excess miscellaneous
anticipated revenues ($841,303) and other operating adjustments. The 2010 municipal budget
recommends $5,900,000 as revenue from available cash surplus, a reduction of $250,000.
Anticipated surplus is 14 % of total revenues, a 1% decrease from the prior year.
The Miscellaneous Category groups together revenues from known and recurring
sources. The sources include locally generated revenues, such as fees, court fines, reserve
funds, interest income, state aid and various grants. The amount of individual revenue sources
categorized as miscellaneous may only be anticipated up to the amount realized in cash from
that same source in the preceding fiscal year. That requirement is demanded by the New Jersey
State Budget Law. One notable item of miscellaneous revenue which declined was “Interest on
Investments”. The single year drop was $232,781, which results in a restriction on the level of
interest income that may be anticipated as revenue in the 2010 budget. Again, a decrease in
one category can demand an increase from another source or category. As recently as 2006
investment income was $996,000 versus the 2009 total of $151,000.
In order to offset the decline in available surplus and decrease of interest income other
individual items of miscellaneous revenue have been anticipated at higher amounts.
Anticipating these higher amounts may negatively impact the total of excess revenue available
to regenerate the surplus applied in the 2010 municipal budget. Anticipated revenue from
Ambulance Service Fees is being increased to account for twelve months of full‐time service.
Revenue from Sewer Service fees are being kept at the same level as the prior year as we await
notification from the Ewing‐Lawrence Sewerage Authority on their billing amount to Lawrence
Township sewer customers.
Revenue received from the State of New Jersey having no offsetting appropriation is
applied to reducing the amount of taxation. State Aid is being proposed at the same level as the
prior year. Once the final amount of state aid is certified it will become necessary to amend the
recommend municipal budget accordingly. Miscellaneous Revenue totals $14,327,536 or 35%
of all budget revenues, a 1% decrease from the prior year.

The next category of revenue is Receipts from Delinquent Taxes. The source of these
receipts is the outstanding balances of unpaid taxes and municipally held tax title liens at the
close of the prior fiscal year. The statutory limit applicable to this item of revenue is calculated
by applying the percentage of delinquent taxes collected in the prior year to the receivable
balance. The balance for taxes receivable has increased from $1,360,000 to $1,682,000 or a
change of $322,000. For the second consecutive year the amount of revenue being anticipated
from delinquent tax receipts is increasing, for 2010 the change is $58,000. The total of
anticipated delinquent tax revenue is $851,000 or 2% of total budget revenues, the same as the
prior year.
The last category of revenue is Current Real Estate Taxes. Current taxes also referred to
as the “Amount to be Raised by Taxation” is the difference between the total of all budget
appropriations less the total of anticipated revenues. The tax revenues are adjusted to include
the amount required for the appropriation of the “Reserve for Uncollected Taxes”. The amount
of Current Real Estate Taxes anticipated to support the 2010 municipal budget is $20,048,275,
an increase of $693,944. The reason for the escalation in the level of taxation is not spending or
the contraction of revenues; the other contributor is the decrease in taxable property values to
be described in the following paragraph. State law prohibits the increase of the municipal tax
levy beyond four percent (4%) with certain exceptions. The proposed municipal levy is
compliant with said law.
During the recent few months residents have been hearing about pending tax appeal
cases and somber projections of what the impact of those appeals could have on the fiscal
affairs of Lawrence Township. The success of those tax appeals has caused a precipitous drop in
the taxable value of property. The taxable value of property in Lawrence Township for 2010 is
$2,603,782,710 compared to a 2009 taxable value of $2,688,130,426, a decline of $84,347,716.
The 2010 value of one penny on the tax rate is $260,378. This single year drop in taxable real
estate values will be .02 of this year’s overall tax rate, an increase of .05. The recommended tax
rate for 2010 to support municipal operations is .77.
APPROPRIATIONS
Deliberative consideration was exercised when deciding on the apposite level of
appropriations in the 2010 municipal budget. That process has resulted in recommendations
that will be burdensome to the municipal organization and community residents alike.
Continually it is repeated that the policy of setting the proper amount of appropriations has
been to balance levels of service against the amount of taxation paid by businesses and
residents. That policy has not been abandoned with the 2010 recommendations.
Lawrence Township, as well as all New Jersey municipalities, is restricted by law to limit
designated appropriations by “2.5% or the cost of living adjustment, whichever is less.” For
fiscal year 2010 the cost of living adjustment was calculated to be 0%, in turn restricting those
appropriations subject to the “CAP” limit to no increase. With use of prior year “CAP banking”
the 2010 municipal budget will be compliant with the statutory language.
A list of major increases and/or extraordinary changes in spending with explanations is
as follows:

Appropriation
Salaries

Increase/Decrease
($522,000)

Reason
Proposed Wage Freezes
Reductions by Attrition
Workforce Reductions

Health Benefits

439,000

State Health Benefits
Increase of Premium
New Personnel

Pensions – Police & Fire
Public Employees

514,000
64,000

Contribution Increase
Contribution Increase

Unemployment Insurance

10,000

Experience/Rate Increase

Fire Services

44,000

Two Additional Firefighters

Apartment Complex Trash

(10,000)

Audit Efficiencies

Special Events

(3,000)

Reduction

Utilities

(30,000)

Conservation/Fuel Costs

Capital Improvement Fund

(30,000)

Decreased Capital Budget

Debt Service

(15,000)

Retirement of Debt

Emergency Medical Services
Reserve for Uncollected Taxes

(114,000)
90,115

Change to Full‐Time Service
Increase Amount to be
Raised by Taxation

The decrease in salaries from the prior fiscal year is the result of eliminating positions
through attrition and direct work force reductions. The three positions eliminated through
attrition were a Public Works Inspector from the Division of Engineering, a Laborer from the
Division of Park Maintenance and a Clerk position from the Office of the Tax Collector. The
recommended budget also eliminates a Police Officer vacancy by removing the School Resource
Officer from the Lawrence Township Public Schools and returning that officer to regular duty
assignments. Finally an additional position in the Construction Division has been reduced from
thirty‐five hours per week to nine hours per week.
Additionally, a plan has been submitted to the New Jersey Civil Service Commission that
would provide for the reduction of the Lawrence Township workforce. The plan calls for the
elimination of five positions and the permanent reduction of hours for two positions. The
eliminated positions are two in the Division of Construction, two in the Division of Buildings and
Grounds and one position in the Department of Health.

The recommended budget as presented does not propose any wage increases for
municipal employees. Simply, wages are proposed to remain “frozen” at the rate of pay an
employee was receiving as of December 31, 2009. Implementation of this proposal is subject to
final acceptance of the collective bargaining agreements being negotiated with municipal
employee unions.
The escalation in the appropriation for health benefits is due to an increase in premiums
charged to Lawrence Township from the New Jersey State Health Benefits Plan (NJSHBP) and
the anticipated premium costs from the hiring of full‐time emergency medical services
personnel. The second charge could change once the new hires select their coverage plan.
During 2009 proposals were sought to change the provider for health plan coverage but
responses contained premium costs at rates higher than currently charged by the NJSHBP. The
reason, the health benefit claims experience for employees exceed premium rates.
Lawrence Township employees are members of the Public Employee Retirement System
(PERS) or Police and Firemen’s Retirement System (PFRS). Participation in both of these systems
requires contributions from employees and the employer. The pension systems are fully
administered by the State of New Jersey. Lawrence Township is billed annually for the amount
of pension liability that must be paid to the two systems for the employer share of the
contribution. The systems are valued on wage levels two years prior.
The total amount of funding required as contribution to the two pension systems is
$2,585,625. PERS has risen from $505,000 to $569,000. The single year increase is $64,000 or
$529 per employee. PFRS has risen from $1,503,000 to $2,017,000. The single year increase is
$514,000 or $7,041 per public safety employee.
Lawrence Township is required to participate in the New Jersey Unemployment
Insurance Trust Fund. The recommended appropriation for 2010 is for an increase of $10,000
over the previous year to account for the anticipation of growth in the level of claims experience
and an increase of rates to employers.
The 2010 Fire Services appropriation recommends the addition of two full‐time
firefighter positions. Demands on fire services and on the volunteers that provide this service
are increasing exponentially. Calls for service have grown, training mandates require more time
of the volunteers and recruits, operating and equipment costs have risen and personal demands
upon the volunteers are all placing an extraordinary load on the personnel. During 2009 a per‐
diem firefighter program was implemented and the success of that program warrants the
permanent implementation of day time fire personnel. Fire service is a fundamental obligation
of the municipal government.
During the course of 2009 an internal audit was initiated to review the billings for
reimbursement to multi‐family dwelling complexes for trash collection. The results of that audit
discovered opportunities for cost savings, $10,000 this upcoming fiscal year and more efficient
reimbursement processing.
The reduction of the appropriation for Special Events in the amount of $3,000
epitomizes the depth of the impact of current fiscal conditions upon the 2010 budget. The
effort is to continue offering the community activities provided by this budget line item, but at a

reduced level. Alternative funding from sponsors is being sought to pay those costs associated
with activities supported by the Special Events budget. Absent those sponsors further
reductions may be necessary.
The Utility budget is recommended at a reduction of $30,000 and is possible due to
conservation efforts and a reduction in the cost of fuel. The appropriation for the Capital
Improvement Fund is also being reduced by $30,000. The capital improvement program is
contemplated to be much lower than previous years, which in turn will reduce the amount of
needed down payments in capital improvement ordinances. The appropriation for Debt Service
falls by $15,000 as payments are adjusted for retired debt.
With the shift in Emergency Medical Services from a combination public/private
arrangement to a full‐time public operation there is a net reduction in costs for this service. A
close examination will show a rise in salaries and wages but a decrease in other expenses, this
allows for the overall net decrease. The decrease comes from the elimination of the costs paid
to the private ambulance provider.
The reserve for uncollected taxes is a non‐spending appropriation mandated by state law
to ensure there is adequate cash collected through taxes for the tax levy requirements of the
school, county and municipality. The appropriation is needed to close the gap between the
amount of current taxes anticipated to be collected and one hundred percent (100%) being
collected. The appropriation may change since estimates were used to project the tax levies of
the non‐municipal tax entities.
The recommended budget presented to the Township Council and residents of Lawrence
Township considered a host of options, many unpleasant, so as to meet the statutory mandate of
the budget being balanced, compliance with a zero percent increase on appropriations subject to
the “CAP” law and remaining below levels of the “CAP” on the municipal tax levy. Revenues had
to be pushed to levels which will undoubtedly have a negative effect on future municipal budgets
and surplus balances. Finally, all of these considerations were weighed against the amount of
taxation required to balance the budget and what impact the tax rate will have upon businesses
and residents during these unprecedented economic times.
In sum, the options considered and actions taken are:
A reduction and/or freeze at prior year levels of the operating budgets of
municipal departments.
Elimination through attrition of three positions.
Elimination of a vacancy for the position of Police Officer.
Implementation of a hiring freeze of non‐public safety personnel.
Workforce reductions by eliminating five positions. Division of Construction (2),
Division of Buildings and Grounds (2), Department of Health (1).

Reduction of employment hours for selected positions in the Department of
Community Development, Division of Construction and Division of Engineering.
A proposed wage freeze for all employees at 2009 salary levels.
Where legally permissible charges to grant programs for current
operations.
Continued non‐funding of seasonal employment beyond the recreation programs
and a second year wage freeze for said recreation program employees.
A decrease of $250,000 in the amount of anticipated surplus as a revenue.
Adjustments of individual higher anticipated amounts of miscellaneous revenue items.
An increase to the municipal tax rate of five cents (.05). The municipal rate would
increase from .72 to .77 per $100 of assessed value.
The impact of the tax increase on the homeowner with the average assessed value of
$163,447 will be $75.62 annually or $6.30 per month.
I would like to thank the Township Department Directors, staff of the Division of Accounts
and Control and staff of the Municipal Manager’s Office for their thorough and positive
contributions in developing the 2010 recommended budget. The Township Administration is
prepared to fully participate in the review of this proposal by the Township Council and members
of the public.

Respectfully submitted,

Richard S. Krawczun, CMFO
Township Manager/CFO
RSK/gle
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